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This current awareness publication includes references to the approximately 2,500 papers on marine and estuarine pollution indexed each year. It is divided into the following sections:

Section 1 : General

General discussions on marine and estuarine pollution; remote sensing, pollution indicators, and monitoring systems; mathematical models, experimental methods and equipment and general chemical analysis. Aspects relating to a particular group of pollutants are included under that section, and if necessary the item is repeated in several sections.

Section 2 : Petroleum Hydrocarbons

Includes the detection, analysis and levels in the marine and estuarine environment; effects; oil characteristics; oil removal, including the use of dispersants, biodegradation etc.

Section 3 : Metals

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, levels, effects and removal, etc.

Section 4 : Radioactivity

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, levels, effects and removal, etc.

Section 5 : Other Chemicals

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, levels, effects and removal, etc. Pollutants include pesticides, PCBs, halogenated hydrocarbons, phthalates etc.

Section 6 : Biological Wastes

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, levels, effects and removal, etc. Pollutants include sewage, pulp and paper, and food processing

Section 7 : Heat

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, and effects etc.

Section 8 : Solids

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, and effects etc. Pollutants include dredging wastes, plastics, china clay, mining effluents etc.

Section 9 : Physical Disturbance

Includes the detection, analysis, modelling, effects and recovery, etc

Section 10: Non-indigenous Species

Includes records, environmental impact etc.
Marine Pollution Information Centre

Scope

The Centre collects documents and provides information services in the field of marine and estuarine pollution, including the detection, analysis and removal of pollutants; levels of pollutants in seawater, sediments and organisms; and the biological effects of pollutants. Legal, economic and social aspects are generally excluded. The Centre now contains approximately 78,000 documents.

Services

The Centre provides a number of services to its users:

Abstracting and Indexing

Monitoring of the marine pollution literature and preparation of records for input to the Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts bibliographic database.

Contracts

Literature searches and bibliographies are carried out on behalf of customers. Previous customers have included United Nations agencies such as FAO, IMO, IOC and WHO; commercial organizations, consultants and water authorities.

Enquiries

Enquiries are welcomed from scientists, technologists and administrators working on marine pollution problems. For simple enquiries there are no charges.

Reference Collection

The majority of the documents at the Centre are always available for reference, and visitors are very welcome to use the services of the staff, and to browse through the collection.

Further Information

National Marine Biological Library
Marine Biological Association
Citadel Hill Laboratory
Plymouth PL1 2PB,
Devon,
United Kingdom.

Telephone: 01752 633266
Fax: 01752 633102
Email: nmbl@mba.ac.uk
Web: http://www.mba.ac.uk/nmbl/
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